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Abstract  Researches  on  training  assessment  for

simulators based on Virtual Reality have less than 20 years

old.  By  the  use  of  simulators  is  possible  to  know  users'

performance  during  the  training  to  analyze  if  they  are

prepared  to  perform  the  procedure  in  real  situations.

Basically, a Single User's Assessment System (SUAS) must

continuously  monitor  all  user  interactions  on  VR

environment  and  compare  their  performance  with  pre-

defined expert's classes of performance to recognize user’s

level  of  training.  In  spite  of  the  several  methodologies

proposed as kernel for SUAS, most  of them are based on

single classifiers. In this paper is discussed a new class of

methodologies for SUAS based on Combining Classifiers.

Index  Terms   Medical  Training,  Users'  Assessment,

Virtual Reality, Combining Classifiers.

INTRODUCTION

Simulation  systems  based  on  Virtual  Reality  (VR)  can

provide  realistic  training  for  several  areas  and  have  been

used  since  the  2nd  World  War,  when  the  first  flying

simulators  were  developed  [3].  In  such  immersive  and

interactive  VR  environments,  which  are  replicas  of  real

environments,  users  perform  tasks  that  simulate  real

situations.  It  is interesting to know the quality of trainees'

skills to perform those tasks in order to allow perform them

in reality. Nowadays, in some areas, VR systems for training

have been used to provide metrics to a proficiency criterion

of learning, as in commercial aviation [1].

Researches on training assessment for simulators based

on  VR  is  a  recent  area  for  applications  of  Intelligent

Decision  Support  Systems  [5].  Assessment  systems  can

work with qualitative or quantitative variables depending on

the  methodology  used.  Some  can  also  use  both  types  of

variables  [12,13]  and  the  choice  of  the  most  appropriate

method  will  depends  on  the  problem  addressed.  That

research area has less than 20 years old and from that, it is

possible to know users'  performance during the training to

analyze if they are prepared to perform the procedure in real

situations [13]. 

Probably the first  works for Single  User's  Assessment

System  (SUAS)  were  proposed  by  Dinsmore  et  al.  [4,7]

using  a  quiz  to  assess  user  in  a  VR simulator  to  identify

subcutaneous tumors.  The quiz contained questions related

to the diagnosis and hardness of tumor. Other research group

[28] created a minimally invasive system in which each task

could  be  programmed  for  different  difficulty  levels.

Performance  data  of  each  user  could  be  saved  to  post

analysis  (offline)  by  an  expert  [23].  These  tasks  are

examples  of  systems  in  which  a  decision  support  system

(DSS) can be coupled to the VR system [20]. 

Since 90's,  several assessment methods were proposed

[8,14,17,18,21],  mainly  for  medical  training.  With  the

continuous increase of computers performance, SUAS could

evolve too. Nowadays, a SUAS must continuously monitor

all user interactions on VR environments and compare their

performance  with  pre-defined  expert's  classes  of

performance to recognize users' level of training. Basically,

there are two types of SUAS: off-line and on-line. Off-line

SUAS  can  be  defined  as  methods  coupled  or  not  to  VR

systems, whose assessment results are provided some time

(which can be minutes,  hours or days) after the end of the

VR-based  training.  On  the  other  hand,  on-line  SUAS  are

coupled  to  the  training  system  and  collect  user  data  to

provide a  performance  result  at  the  end  of the  simulation

[19].  An  on-line  SUAS works  coupled to  a  VR simulator

[14]. 

A  SUAS  should  be  capable  to  monitor  user's

interactions  with  the  VR  simulator  by  variables  such  as

position (of user and of tools used in the VR simulation),

touch  force  and  resistance,  user's  angle  of  visualization,

sound, smell, sense of temperature, velocity and acceleration

of interactions and shapes identified. All the information are

sent to the SUAS which analyzes the data and emits, at the

end  of  the  training,  an  assessment  report  about  the  user's

performance according pre-defined classes of performance. 

Since the training simulators based on VR are capable

of  generating  large  volumes  of  data,  it  is  interesting  to

design  a  knowledge  modeling  methodology  based  on

numerical  approach  to  extract  from  large  data  sets  the

expert’s knowledge, allowing the design of a specific DSS.

Thus, a SUAS is a complex computational structure, which

has  as a  kernel  a  DSS.  An on-line  SUAS must  have  low

complexity  to  does  not  compromise  VR  simulations

performance,  but  it  must  have  high  accuracy  to  does  not

compromise the assessment.

Among  several  methodologies  proposed  as  kernel  for

SUAS, most of them uses a DSS, which generally are based

on a single classifier. The main problem of that approach is
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the  bias-variance  dilemma  [26].  A big  sample  of  training

data  for  parameters  estimation  of  classifiers  can  reduce

variance  of  its  prediction.  However,  if  that  sample  is  not

representative of data, it can induce a bias in the classifier's

prediction. 

According to Jain et al. [5], there are some advantages

to use a combination classifiers in decision-making problem:

1. it  can  be  used  with  a  different  number  of  classifiers

based on different feature spaces simultaneously;

2. it  can  be  used  when  more  than  one  training  data  is

available, which can contain different features;

3. it  can use  different  classifiers  on same feature  space.

Classifiers can have different performances in the same

feature subspace;

4. some classifiers are initialized with random values and

their  performance can change due to it,  even when is

used  the  same  training  data.  It  can  be  interesting  to

combine  several  classifiers  instead  of  taking  the  best

and discarding the others.

 Good  results  using  multiple  classifiers  combined,

improving  system  performance  in  several  areas,  can  be

found in the literature. Despite of their qualities, few papers

could  be  found  about  methodologies  for  SUAS  based  on

combining classifiers. However, there is no record that those

methodologies have used that theoretical aspects explicitly.

This paper discuss a new class of kernel for SUAS, which is

based on combining classifiers.

TRAINING ASSESSMENT BASED ON VIRTUAL REALITY

Virtual  reality systems  for training can provide significant

benefits  over  other  methods  of training,  mainly  in  critical

medical procedures. Special devices can improve the realism

of a VR application by the exploration of users senses,  as

sight,  hearing  and  touch.  As  example,  head-mounted

displays (HMD) or even ordinary monitors combined with

special  glasses  can  provide  stereoscopic  visualization;

multiple  sound  sources  positioned  can provide  3D sound;

and touch can be simulated by the use of haptic devices [3].

In some cases,  procedures  are  performed  without  any

kind of visualization and the only information noticed is the

touch sense provided by robotic devices with force feedback.

These haptic devices can measure forces and torque applied

during the user interaction and the data can be used for an

assessment  [8].  Examples of haptic devices are showed in

the Figure 1. 

This  way,  user  can  feel  objects  texture,  density,

elasticity  and consistency.  Since  the  objects  have  physical

properties, the user can identify them in a 3D scene (without

see  them)  by  the  use  of  this  kind  of  device  [3].  This  is

especially  interesting  in  medical  applications  to  simulate

proceedings  in  which  visual  information  is  not  available.

Particularly,  some haptic devices have shape and handhold

similar to medical tools and can be used to simulate them. In

this  paper,  the  VR simulator  used  for  tests  was  the  bone

marrow harvest simulator. 

FIGURE. 1
HAPTIC DEVICES WITH 6DOF.

THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF COMBINING CLASSIFIERS

The  research  area  of  combining  classifiers  appears  in  the

90's of the twenty century. The main idea is the combination

of classifiers in order to reduce deficiencies of a classifier by

the  good  performance  of  others  [6].  That  combination  is

particularly effective when the classifiers are not similar to

each  other  and  none  of  them  can  solve  the  problem

satisfactorily.  Combining  classifiers  can  be  done  by three

architectures: 

a) in sequential or linear way, when each classifier in the

sequence improves results of previous classifier (Figure

2); 

FIGURE. 2
SEQUENTIAL ARCHITECTURE FOR COMBINING CLASSIFIERS.

b)  in  parallel,  when  the  results  of  each  classifier  are

combined to provide the final result (Figure 3) and 

FIGURE. 3
PARALLEL ARCHITECTURE FOR COMBINING CLASSIFIERS.

c) hierarchically,  when both previous architectures can be





Fuzzy Gaussian Mixture Models + Fuzzy Relaxation

Labeling

In  cases  in  which  there  is  imprecision  in  variables

measures  or  multiple  ways  for  correct  execution  of  a

procedure,  assessment  can use  a  fuzzy approach.  In  those

cases  a  fuzzy  approach for  GMM  can  be  used.  Tran and

Wagner [24] proposed an approach named Fuzzy Gaussian

Mixture Models (FGMM) that was followed by Moraes and

Machado  [14],  as  a  kernel  of  a  SUAS.  FGMM  uses  a

modification  of  Fuzzy  C-Means  algorithm [2]  to  estimate

parameters: fuzzy mixture weights, fuzzy mean vectors and

fuzzy covariance matrices.

Machado and Moraes [10] proposed the use of a two-

stage  SUAS  where:  FGMM  is  the  first  stage  and  Fuzzy

Relaxation Labeling (FRL) is the second one. It is possible

to  consider  previous  results  obtained  from  the  FGMM

method as initial degrees of membership to each assessment.

The  FRL  method  updates  the  membership  degrees

previously  obtained  and  stops  when  the  change  in  the

degrees is less than a chosen threshold or equal to a chosen

number of interactions.

Fuzzy rule-based expert systems

The  simulator  for  gynecological  exam  (SITEG)  [11]

allows  the  training  of  gynecological  exam  and  simulates

different  phases  of  pathologies.  The  simulator  randomly

presents  normal,  HPV/Herpes  and  inflamed  cases  to  the

user. The two stages of a real exam were divided to compose

a visual and a touch exam. In the visual exam, the user must

observe  the  vagina  walls  and  cervix  and  notice  their

coloring. The evaluation system for SITEG is based on two

fuzzy rule-based expert systems, each one according to the

knowledge obtained from an expert, as presented in Figure

6. The first corresponds to the visual stage of the exam and

the second corresponds to the touch stage.

FIGURE. 6
DIAGRAM OF THE SUAS FOR GYNECOLOGICAL EXAMINATION SIMULATOR.

DISCUSSION

As mentioned  above,  despite  of  combining  classifiers  has

been applied in several areas, few papers could be found in

literature  about  methodologies  for  SUAS  based  its

theoretical  aspects  explicitly.  From  papers  found  was

possible  to  note  that  all  proposed  methodologies  used

sequential  architectures  with  static  and  no  adaptive

combiners.  The  output  information  assigned  by  the  first

classifier  was  numerical  value  (probability  or  degree  of

membership).  The  second  classifier  refines  that  value  to

provide the final assessment. 

It is possible to choose different architectures according

to the features of the medical procedure simulated. It would

allow  using  more  sophisticated  combination  scheme  of

classifiers, as trainable and adaptive. As consequence, a new

class  of  kernel  for  SUAS,  which  is  based  on  combining

classifiers  (Figure  7)  would  help  to  design  new an  more

accurate  assessment  methodologies.  It  is  a  new  front  of

research in area of assessment systems for decision-making

support. 

FIGURE. 7
DIAGRAM OF THE SUAS FOR GYNECOLOGICAL EXAMINATION SIMULATOR.
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